Large-scale prediction of long non-coding RNA functions in a coding–non-coding gene co-expression network
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ABSTRACT

Although accumulating evidence has provided insight into the various functions of long-non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), the exact functions of the majority of such transcripts are still unknown. Here, we report the first computational annotation of lncRNA functions based on public microarray expression profiles. A coding–non-coding gene co-expression (CNC) network was constructed from re-annotated Affymetrix Mouse Genome Array data. Probable functions for altogether 340 lncRNAs were predicted based on topological or other network characteristics, such as module sharing, association with network hubs and combinations of co-expression and genomic adjacency. The functions annotated to the lncRNAs mainly involve organ or tissue development (e.g. neuron, eye and muscle development), cellular transport (e.g. neuronal transport and sodium ion, acid or lipid transport) or metabolic processes (e.g. involving macromolecules, phosphocreatine and tyrosine).

INTRODUCTION

Large-scale analyses of full-length cDNA sequences have detected large numbers of long-non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in human (1), mouse (2) and fly (3). These lncRNAs have been shown to play key roles in imprinting control, cell differentiation, immune responses, human diseases, tumorigenesis and other biological processes (4–6). In particular, the regulatory roles of lncRNAs in the expression, activity and localization of protein coding genes have attracted much attention (5). For example, the lncRNA MEG3 activates the expression of Tp53 and enhances its binding affinity to the promoter of its target gene, Gdf15, implying a role for MEG3 in regulating the expression and transcriptional activation of Tp53 (7).

Although an increasing number of lncRNAs are being characterized, the functions of most lncRNA genes are still unknown. Generally, lncRNAs are as poorly conserved as the introns of coding genes and less conserved than the 5' or 3'-untranslated regions (UTRs) of mRNAs (8). However, lack of conservation does not necessarily mean lack of function, as demonstrated by the very poorly conserved lncRNA Xist transcript, which plays a critical role in regulation of imprinted and random X inactivation (9). The low-conservation level of lncRNAs suggests they evolve more quickly than protein-coding genes, rendering functional prediction by genomic comparison very difficult. Besides, functional prediction of lncRNAs is also hampered by the lack of collateral information such as molecular interaction data and expression profiles. It has been proposed that the functional properties of lncRNAs are mainly related to their secondary structures (10). However, our ability to
decipher RNA function based on the secondary-structure information is still rudimentary, and only a few reports on the functional validation of IncRNAs have been published (10–12). Guttman et al. (12) used chromatin-state maps to identify a large number of long-intervening ncRNAs, and developed an approach for functional assignment of these based on coding–non-coding gene co-expression relationships extracted from custom-designed tiling array data. In spite of much effort, the number of IncRNAs with known functions still remains scarce, and efficient prediction of IncRNA functions is still a considerable challenge. The fact that ncRNAs have regulatory roles in a wide range of processes have led to the realization that question of ncRNA functions cannot be ignored (4), and excavating the hidden layer of IncRNA function is necessary in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the operational mechanisms of the mammal.

The rapid update of genomic information over the past years has drawn some attention to the accuracy of microarray probe annotation and mapping (13–15). For example, on the Affymetrix GeneChip U95A, ~11% of the probes are non-specific and 9% of the probes are mismatched to the genome (14). Many EST sequences that previously were assumed to be mRNA fragments have turned out to be the fragments of IncRNAs, and a number of microarray probes which were designed based on EST have been verified to match IncRNAs perfectly. For example, by re-annotating the ABA probes, Mercer et al. (11) identified 849 ncRNAs that were expressed in the adult mouse brain. Similarly, through re-annotation of the probes in the GNF Gene Expression Atlas data, Pang et al. (10) found over 1000 ncRNAs that were expressed in human and mouse CD8+ T cells. These reports suggest that much latent information on ncRNAs can be obtained from other high-throughput microarrays. By examining the Affymetrix arrays, we identified similar inaccuracies in probe annotation, consequently designed a strict computational pipeline to re-annotate the probes corresponding to both coding and non-coding genes in the Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array (Mouse 430 2.0 array). We created a new chip-description-file (CDF) named the ‘CNC-Mouse4302cdf’ to replace the old CDF file ‘Mouse4302cdf’, and demonstrated its accuracy and consistency by several methods.

Biological processes and cellular regulation networks are very complex, involving interactions of various molecules such as proteins, RNAs and DNAs (16). Co-expression networks, in which a node represents a molecule and an edge an expression correlation, have previously been used to identify cellular modules and predict the functions of unknown protein coding genes (16–18). However, owing to the vast amount of ‘noise’ in microarray data, a co-expression network should be constructed using multiple microarray data sets, since genes with similar expression patterns under multiple, but resembling experimental conditions have a higher probability of sharing similar functions (19) or being involved in related biological pathways (20). Microarray-based co-expression networks have generally been constructed with proteins or protein coding genes, as probes targeting non-coding transcripts have been either lacking or not considered. Here, we re-annotated the expression profiles of both coding and non-coding genes in a widely used commercial array, and constructed a coding–non-coding gene co-expression (CNC) network which included both coding and non-coding genes. By this approach, we predicted the functions of more than 300 mouse IncRNAs from the FANTOM3 project, thereby increasing our understanding of IncRNAs as well as of biological networks. We propose that this method can be used as a novel technical platform to predict the functions of IncRNAs in other organisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Probe re-annotation pipeline

The probes sequences provided by Affymetrix (http://www.affymetrix.com) were aligned to non-coding transcript sequences from the FANTOM3 project (21) and to the coding transcript sequences from the RefSeq database (22), respectively, using BLASTn. The alignment results were filtered by the following steps:

(i) Only probes perfectly matched to a transcript were retained, resulting in two sets of probes targeting protein coding and non-coding transcripts, respectively.

(ii) Probes targeting non-coding transcripts that also perfectly matched coding cDNA sequences in the FANTOM3 project were removed.

(iii) All transcripts corresponding to retained probes were mapped to the genome and annotated at the gene level.

(iv) Genes matched by less than three probes were discarded.

(v) Non-coding genes whose genomic regions could not be transformed from the 5 to 9 mm versions of the mouse genome were discarded.

(vi) Non-coding genes with a Codon Substitute Frequency (CSF, see below) score no less than 300 were removed.

(vii) A new CDF package (called CNC-Mouse4302cdf corresponding to the original CDF package Mouse4302cdf) covering the re-annotated probe–gene relationships was created by using the makecdfenv R package (makecdfenv: CDF Environment Maker. R package version 1160). The pipeline for re-annotation of the Affymetrix Mouse 430 2.0 array probes is illustrated in Supplementary Figure S2.

Calculation of the codon substitution frequency score

To filter out potentially unrecognized coding genes among the annotated non-coding loci, we used the CSF method proposed by Lin and colleagues (23). First, two codon substitution matrices (CSM) corresponding to coding and non-coding genes, respectively, were created based on an estimate of the frequencies at which all pairs of
codons are substituted between genes in target species and informants [see ref. (23) for details]. Coding exon sequence alignment data for 30 species including the mouse were downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (build 9 mm, http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/multiz30way/) (24). The coding CSM training data was alignments of Refseq exons, excluding exons targeted by probes of the Mouse 430 2.0 array, while the non-coding CSM training data was alignments of non-coding sequences with the same length distribution as the coding training sequences. The non-coding training sequences were randomly selected from intergenic sequences that had not been annotated as repeat regions by UCSC (24).

Based on the above non-coding and coding training alignment data, we created non-coding and coding CSMs [CSM^N and CSM^C, respectively; see ref. (23) for details]. The CSM method assigns to a codon substitution (a, b) a score of 

$$
C_{SM}^N(a,b) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{f(a,b)}{f(a)} \right] 
$$

$$
C_{SM}^C(a,b) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{f(a,b)}{f(a)} \right] 
$$

where f(a,b) is the frequency of the codon substitution (a, b) in the sequence. For each non-coding gene targeted by the Mouse 430 2.0 array, we computed CSM scores by summing up all the 30 codon substitution frequency scores across a sliding window of 90 bp in each informant species. We then scanned all the six possible open reading frames in each window, and finally selected the maximum CSM score for each informant species. The final CSM score of a sequence was determined by the score of each codon substitution (a, b) in the sequence. For each non-coding gene targeted by the Mouse 430 2.0 array, we computed CSM scores by summing up all the 30 codon substitution frequency scores across a sliding window of 90 bp in each informant species. We then scanned all the six possible open reading frames in each window, and finally selected the maximum CSM score for the non-coding gene. Coding genes were treated likewise. Based on the CSM score distribution of coding and non-coding genes targeted by the probes of Mouse 430 2.0 Array, we removed non-coding genes with a CSM score under a threshold of 300 (Supplementary Figure S3).

Preparation of expression data

Thirty-four Mouse 430 2.0 microarray data sets were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (25). Preprocessing of the data consisted of Robust Multichip Average (RMA) background correction, constant normalization and expression summarization as described by Irizarry et al. (26). Genes were regarded as expressed under an experimental condition only if they were detected in ≥50% of all the replicated samples according to MAS5CALLS (27). Genes were considered for further analysis only if they were expressed in at least one experimental condition. The above processing was implemented using the affy package of the R Bioconductor software (28). The signal intensity in the gene expression matrix was log2-transformed and standardized so that each gene within each column had a median value of 0 and a variance of 1.

Comparison of the coding gene expression as measured by Mouse4302cdf and CNC-Mouse4302cdf

Mouse4302cdf is the original CDF package of the Mouse 430 2.0 array data, while our new re-annotated CDF package was named CNC-Mouse4302cdf. The expression profile data of GSE1986 (17 normal tissues) and GSE9954 (22 normal tissues) were used to compare the two CDF packages. By applying the Mouse4302cdf and the CNC-Mouse4302cdf, expression signal intensities of the original and re-annotated probes were calculated as given in the section of ‘Preparation of expression data’ (the ‘expression summarization’ step excepted). Pearson correlation coefficients (Pccs) for the expression values of every two probes within the same coding probe set were calculated. Then the average and the variance of coefficient of the Pccs for each probe set were calculated to represent the probe expression consistency of the probe sets.

Comparison of the Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array and the RIKEN cDNA array

The original RIKEN cDNA array, consisting of expression profiles of FANTOM3 transcripts across 20 tissues (RIKEN 60 K microarray set), were downloaded from the FANTOM project web site (http://read.gsc.riken.jp/fantom2/) (29). This data set was compared with two re-annotated data sets (GSE1986 and GSE9954). As the RIKEN cDNA data relates expression levels to transcripts while re-annotated Mouse 430 2.0 data relates expression levels to genes, only genes that have a single transcript were included in the comparison. Genes with one or more NA values and genes with expression variance in the bottom 25 percentile in each data set were removed. Expression matrices of non-coding genes from the RIKEN cDNA and the re-annotated Mouse 430 2.0 data were generated. For each data set, the expression values were ranked for each tissue, and Spearman correlation coefficients for the same non-coding genes in the two data sets were calculated. As a control, non-coding genes were paired randomly and Spearman correlation coefficients were computed. The control step was repeated 1000 times.

Construction of the co-expression network

Thirty-four data sets each including nine or more experiments were used to construct the coding–non-coding gene co-expression network. For each data set, the data processing was as follows:

(i) Genes with expressional variance ranked in the top 75 percentile of each data set were retained.

(ii) A set of Pcc P-values for each gene pair was estimated through Fisher’s asymptotic test implemented in the WGCNA library of R (30), and adjusted with the Bonferroni multiple test correction implemented in the multtest package of R (multtest: Resampling based multiple hypothesis testing, 2005. R package version: 2.2.0.).

(iii) Only gene pairs with a P-value of 0.01 or less and with a Pcc value ranked in the top or bottom 0.05 percentile for each gene were regarded as co-expressed in the given data set.

Finally, each gene pair was assigned a parameter according to the number of data sets in which the gene pair was co-expressed in the same ‘direction’ (i.e. positively or negatively). Only gene pairs co-expressed in the same direction in three or more data set were included in the co-expression network.
Random network

In the CNC network, we identified the edges as either coding–coding, coding–non-coding and non-coding–non-coding. To obtain a random network with a similar distribution of edges, we randomly selected two connected gene pairs (e.g. A–B and C–D), and exchanged two nodes (e.g. B and D) if these two links satisfied the below two conditions: (i) all four nodes are different, and (ii) the new links generated after the node exchange do not exist in the network before the exchange. If the above conditions are satisfied, the links A–B and C–D are exchanged for links A–D and C–B. As the numbers of the three types of connections are different, the exchange steps were repeated 1,000,000, 100,000 and 50,000 times for coding–coding, coding–non-coding and non-coding–non-coding links, respectively.

The hub-based method

The network hub-based method is the most direct method for functional prediction. It determines the function of a protein based on the enrichment of functional annotations of genes in its immediate neighborhood. In the CNC network, only non-coding genes with 10 or more immediate coding neighbors with gene ontology (GO) biological process (BP) annotations were considered. Coding genes with GO BP annotations and 10 or more known coding neighbors were used as a test set for evaluating prediction performance. For each gene in the test set, GO enrichment analysis was performed using the gprofiler web server (31). The P-value of the functional enrichment (PV) and the number of coding neighboring genes annotated with the enriched GO BP term (GN) were used as parameters in the function prediction of non-coding genes. The precision and specificity defined below were used to evaluate the prediction performance.

Precision and specificity of the prediction performance

All enriched GO BP terms were reduced to MGI GO–Slim–BP terms (excluding the ‘other biological processes’ term). For each gene in the test set, we counted the number of known MGI GO–Slim–BP terms (denoted as Nk), the number of predicted MGI GO–Slim–BP terms, (denoted as Np), and the number of MGI GO–Slim–BP terms occurring as both known and predicted terms (noted as No). The precision of the predictive performance can be defined as,

\[
\text{Precision} = \sum \frac{\text{No}_i}{\text{Nk}_i}.
\]

and the specificity as,

\[
\text{Specificity} = \sum \frac{\text{No}_i}{\text{Np}_i}.
\]

RESULTS

Re-annotation of the microarray probes

The Mouse 430 2.0 array is composed of probes targeting more than 39,000 transcripts, and has been widely used by biological researchers. Of the 242 known mouse ncRNAs from the RNAdb (32), we found that 78 IncRNAs have at least one perfectly matched probe (Supplementary Table S1), and that 73 IncRNAs have >3 probes (Supplementary Figure S1A). For example, the Air RNA (RNAdb ID: LIT1838), which is transcribed in the antisense orientation to the imprinted Igf2r locus, has 96 probes, and the Jpx RNA (RNAdb ID: LIT1008), which is located in the ChrX inactivation center, has 22 probes (Supplementary Figure S1B). Since genome annotation has progressed considerably, a strict computational pipeline was established to re-annotate the 496,468 probes of the Mouse 430 2.0 array (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S2). According to our results, there were 67,089 probes (13.5%) that were perfectly matched to the FANTOM3 non-coding RNAs but not to any Refseq mouse coding transcript, and 248,116 probes (50.0%) that were perfectly matched to Refseq coding transcripts, but not to any non-coding RNA. The remaining were composed of 39,775 probes (8.0%) which perfectly matched both Refseq coding transcripts and FANTOM3 IncRNAs, and 141,488 probes (28.5%) that did not match any transcripts, and these were all discarded. In order to avoid ambiguities, we also removed the 8655 probes that perfectly matched FANTOM3 coding transcripts, and mapped the remaining probes to their corresponding genomic loci. The Entrez GeneID was used to represent a coding gene, while the FANTOM transcriptional framework (TK) ID (21) was used to represent a non-coding gene. To further reduce the noise, probes that matched to more than one gene were removed, and to increase the accuracy, genes that were matched by less than three probes were discarded, leaving 14,861 coding genes and 5169 non-coding genes. To obtain an even more reliable set of non-coding genes, we removed non-coding genes with a Codon Substitution Frequency (CSF, ‘Materials and Methods’ section) score <300 (Supplementary Figure S3), as well as those IncRNA loci whose genomic region could not be transformed from the mm5 to mm9 version of the mouse genome sequence. Finally, 14,861 coding genes and 4,571 IncRNA genes were retained and assembled into a new chip-description-file (CNC-Mouse4302cdf). On average, coding and non-coding genes were targeted by 14.9 and 11.2 probes, respectively (Supplementary Figure S4). Of the 14,861 coding genes, 12,250 genes (82.4%) were annotated with at least one GO term and 9846 genes (66.3%) had at least one GO BP term.

Probe re-annotation according to the most recent genome annotation should enhance the quality of the microarray data, and to test this we compared the performance of CNC-Mouse4302cdf and Mouse4302cdf. As expected, after removing the ambiguous probes and accurately mapping the remaining probes, the mean Pcc between every two probes targeting the same coding gene was significantly increased \((P < 2.20 \times 10^{-16} \text{ by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Figure 2A and Supplementary Figure S5A})\), while the coefficient variance of the Pccs was reduced \((P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}, \text{Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure S5B})\).
We next compared the lncRNA expression levels in the re-annotated Mouse 430 2.0 array data to the original expression profiles of the RIKEN cDNA array (RIKEN 60 K microarray set), which contains 11,084 FANTOM3 non-coding transcripts from 20 tissues (29). The comparison showed that the average correlation coefficient for the same lncRNAs from the two independent studies was significantly higher than for randomly selected lncRNA pairs. For example, in the comparison between expression profiles of the Riken cDNA array and the GSE9954 data, the mean Spearman correlation coefficient and the mean P-value of the KS test were 0.26 and $2.49 \times 10^{-8}$, respectively (Figure 2C). Similar results were also found for the GSE1986 data (Supplementary Figure S6). We also observed tissue-specific-expression patterns for several lncRNAs in both the re-annotated Mouse 430 2.0 array data and the original RIKEN cDNA expression data. For example, 10 tissue specific lncRNAs were detected by both the Riken cDNA array and the GSE9954 data (Supplementary Table S2). Among them, TK27265 and TK100617 were only expressed in testis and brain, respectively, and similar expression patterns for these lncRNAs were also seen in the GSE1986 data (Figure 2D).

**Construction of the coding–non-coding gene co-expression network**

As of September 2010 there were 1398 data sets in the GEO database, including a total of 18,082 expression profiles arising from the Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array. Instead of constructing a network based on single data set, we considered a combination of many data sets involving different conditions as a more robust approach (19). This also ensures that the number of samples in each data set is large enough to obtain the required co-expression patterns, and we therefore selected as many relevant microarray data sets as possible. As a result, 34 data sets, each comprising nine or more different experimental conditions or cellular states, were used to construct a ‘two-color’ co-expression network including both coding and non-coding genes. The experimental conditions included a number of biochemical and biophysical conditions, various tissue resources, and diverse biological processes (Supplementary Table S3). For each expression profile, genes with high-expressional variance (top 75 percentile) were selected for identification of co-expressed gene pairs. The $P$-value of each Pcc was estimated by Fisher’s asymptotic distribution, and the set of $P$-values for each gene were adjusted by the Bonferroni method. We defined a gene pair as co-expressed in a given expression profile only when the adjusted $P$-value was $<0.01$ and the Pcc ranked in the top or bottom 0.05% of the Pccs for each gene.

As an additional requirement, we required that an edge between two genes could be included in the CNC network only if the two genes were co-expressed in the same direction (i.e. either positive or negative) in more than a given number of data sets. To determine this minimum number of data sets, we evaluated the networks with different cutoffs of data set number by several network parameters (Supplementary Table S4). The size of the network naturally decreased with a higher cutoff value. Furthermore, GO term overlap analysis showed that the higher the
cutoff, the more similar the annotated functions of the connected gene pairs were in the network (Figure 3A).

Based on the size and quality of the networks, we selected the network that was constructed with a cutoff of three for further analysis. In this CNC network, there were 1720 non-coding genes and 10 420 coding genes that were linked by 59 591 edges. Nearly 50 000 edges (49 912; 83.75%) connected coding genes, and 4840 edges (8.18%) connected coding and non-coding genes, whereas another 4839 edges (8.17%) linked pairs of non-coding genes (Figure 3B). Further information about the topological structure of CNC network is found in the Supplementary Data.

Of the 10 420 coding genes in the network, 8789 (84.3%) were annotated with at least one GO term, most commonly (7077 genes, or 67.9%) with a GO BP term. The 2585 coding genes that were co-expressed with at least one non-coding gene were enriched in GO annotations concerning cellular component organization, neurotransmitter transport, neurotransmitter secretion and synaptic transmission (Figure 3C). We subsequently identified genes with three or more neighbors (including 7118 coding genes and 1028 non-coding genes) that were preferentially co-expressed with coding genes or non-coding genes (hypergeometric test with a cutoff of 0.05). Of these, 243 coding genes were significantly enriched in non-coding gene partners. With respect to functional annotation, these coding genes were enriched in GO BP terms associated with nervous system processes such as synaptic transmission ($P = 1.55 \times 10^{-14}$), regulation of neurotransmitter levels ($P = 3.50 \times 10^{-9}$) and nervous system development ($P = 8.31 \times 10^{-9}$) (Figure 3D). This finding is consistent with previous research which suggested that lncRNAs are particularly active and play...
Figure 3. The coding–non-coding gene co-expression network. (A) The relationship between the number of data sets in which gene pairs were co-expressed and the similarity of the annotated functions of the connected gene pairs. The figure shows the probability that gene pairs co-expressed in a number of data sets have X or less common GO BP terms. (B) Visualization of the CNC network. Green nodes represent non-coding genes while pink nodes represent coding genes. Several of the largest modules are shown. (C) GO enrichment analysis result of 2858 coding genes co-expressed with at least one lncRNA gene. (D) GO enrichment analysis of 243 coding genes enriched for co-expressed lncRNA genes. (E) GO enrichment analysis result of the 1249 coding genes associated with 189 lncRNAs enriched for co-expressed coding genes.
regulatory roles in brain (11). On the other hand, 1054 non-coding genes had at least one co-expressed protein coding partner. Among these, there were 189 non-coding genes with three or more neighbors that were significantly enriched in coding gene partners. These non-coding genes had a total of 1249 coding neighbors, which were enriched in the GO BP terms associated with muscle contraction ($P = 2.29 \times 10^{-7}$) and visual perception ($P = 1.09 \times 10^{-8}$) (Figure 3E). In addition, 676 non-coding genes were significantly enriched in non-coding gene partners.

**Prediction of lncRNA function based on co-expression and genomic co-location**

The transcriptional patterns of mammalian non-coding genes are very complex (21), with non-coding gene loci located within the intronic regions of coding genes, overlapping coding exons either in sense or antisense orientation, or positioned between two coding genes (6). It has been shown that the transcription of non-coding genes can affect the expression of their flanking coding genes (6). For example, an lncRNA is co-expressed with its bilateral coding genes, Fank1 and Adam12, and its down-regulation reduces the expressions of both coding genes by establishing active chromatin structures (33). In the re-annotated Mouse 430 2.0 array, there are 3618 and 4105 lncRNAs (out of a total of 4571) that are located within 10 and 100 kb, respectively, of any of the 14861 protein-coding genes, resulting in, respectively, 6155 (<10 kb) and 13407 (<100 kb) co-located coding–non-coding gene pairs. Among these, only 141 (~2.3%, 138 lncRNAs) and 148 (~1.1%, 143 lncRNAs) pairs, respectively, were observed in our co-expression network. This indicates that most lncRNAs are not co-expressed with their nearby coding genes and thus most likely independently transcribed. Besides, if an lncRNA is co-expressed with a nearby coding gene, the two genes are frequently separated by a distance of <10 kb. Here, we defined two genes as a co-expressed and co-located pair if they were co-expressed and spaced by <100 kb. For further analysis, we classified these pairs as ‘internal’, ‘upstream’ or ‘downstream’ according to the position of the lncRNA locus relative to the coding locus. In the CNC network, there were 84 downstream,
55 internal and 9 upstream coding–non-coding gene pairs (involving 143 lncRNAs, Supplementary Table S5), compared to only one co-expressed and co-located coding–non-coding gene pair in the random network. Interestingly, we found that more lncRNAs were co-expressed with their upstream coding genes than with downstream or host genes, which is consistent with the previous finding that the transcription of lncRNA loci is frequently initiated from the 3′-UTR of coding genes (21).

Internal lncRNAs are mainly derived from the introns of coding genes, while some may also fall within the 5′- or 3′-UTR regions. Internal non-coding genes are involved in multiple kinds of biological processes such as regulation of expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level, alternative splicing, subcellular localization and regulation of the host protein activity (34). In the CNC network, the non-coding gene TK226771 was co-expressed with its host gene Plagl1 (Figure 4A), a transcription factor and tumor suppressor gene (35). Plagl1 is located in a candidate imprinting center, a region showing hypermethylation in patients with ovarian cancer and loss of methylation in patients with transient neonatal ‘diabetes mellitus’ (35).

Upstream lncRNAs may overlap the promoter regions of their co-expressed coding genes, and may regulate their expression at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional

Figure 4. Genomic contexts of four non-coding genes. (A) Intronic lncRNA TK226771. (B) Upstream lncRNA TK118632. (C) Downstream lncRNA TK79018.
Hub-based functional prediction of lncRNA functions

The hub-based method assigns functions to un-annotated genes according to the functional enrichment of its neighboring genes. Being the first to apply this method to predict the functions of non-coding genes in a CNC network, we evaluated the accuracy of this method by cross validating it on coding genes with known GO BP terms. In the CNC network, there were 7077 coding genes annotated with at least one GO BP term, among which 1319 had 10 or more coding neighbors with known functions. For each of the 1319 coding genes, we calculated the functional enrichment of their neighbors using the g:Profiler web server with default parameters (31). Of the 1000 genes whose neighbors showed functional enrichment, 595 (59.5%) were annotated with at least one of the enriched GO BP terms. In the random network, there were 1311 annotated coding genes with 10 or more known coding neighbors, however, the neighbors of most of these (1108) showed no functional enrichment, and of the 203 genes whose neighbor showed functional enrichment, only four genes (1.97%) had at least one GO BP term that corresponded to those enriched in the neighbors.

To improve its predictive performance, we adjusted the parameters of the hub-based prediction method. We first defined ‘precision’ and ‘specificity’ standards of the prediction (‘Materials and Methods’ section). Both the P-value of the GO BP term enrichment (PV), and the number of neighboring genes enriched with the GO BP term (GN) influence the precision and specificity values (Figure 5). Requiring a low PV (e.g. 10^{-6}) results in a low precision, irrespective of GN, thus, to obtain a reasonable precision, the PV should not be set too low (Figure 5A). The specificity, on the other hand, is strongly affected by changes in GN, but less so by changes in PV (Figure 5B). We found that a PV ≤ 0.01 and a GN ≥ 5 gave a reasonable trade-off between precision (32.1%) and specificity (30.5%, Supplementary Table S6). In comparison, the same cutoffs applied to the random network produced far lower precision (4.45%) and specificity (16.9%) values.

Using the above PV and GN cutoffs, we randomly selected 10% of the 1319 coding genes to serve as ‘unknown’, and predicted their functions. After repeating this procedure 100 times, on average 79.3% of the ‘unknown’ genes were ‘assigned’ with at least one GO BP term. Among these, 72.2% were ‘assigned’ with at least one ‘correct’ GO BP term, corresponding to precision and specificity values of 32.3% (variance = 2.52 × 10^{-3}) and 33.4% (variance = 2.23 × 10^{-3}), respectively. In comparison, the precision and specificity values

---

For the full article, please refer to the original source: Nucleic Acids Research, 2011.
were 4.49 and 19.2%, respectively, in the random network (Supplementary Figure S7).

Applying the same method and cutoffs to the 84 non-coding genes with 10 or more annotated coding neighbors, 70 non-coding genes were annotated with at least one significantly enriched GO BP term (Supplementary Table S7 for details). On average, each non-coding gene was assigned with 13 GO BP terms (including multiple level terms). After reducing these GO BP terms to the MGI GO Slim terms, we found that the predicted lncRNA functions were mainly associated with development processes (32.5%), transport (18.3%), cell-cell signaling (16.7%), metabolism (14.2%) and cell organization and biogenesis (11.5%; Supplementary Figure S8A). Interestingly, the known lncRNA TK170500 (Dlx1as) was assigned functions such as brain development, central nervous system development, neuron differentiation, neurogenesis and other neuron related GO BP terms. This finding is consistent with the report that Dlx1as is expressed in forebrain and in regions associated with neurogenesis in the mouse embryo (41).

**Prediction of lncRNA functions by network modules**

Genes within a co-expressed module commonly have similar functions, thus, mining modules in a network is an efficient approach for predicting gene functions (42,43). The Markov cluster algorithm (MCL) is an efficient and powerful algorithm, which identifies modules based on the simulation of random walks in a network. With default parameters (inflation value = 1.8), the MCL algorithm found 1695 modules with three or more genes, of which 550 modules were composed of both coding and non-coding genes. Sixty-two of these modules were significantly enriched for at least one GO BP term ($P < 10^{-18}$, Fisher’s one-tailed test; Figure 6 and Supplementary Table S8). We named each module after the most significantly enriched function, and annotated the 218 long-non-coding genes contained in these modules accordingly (Supplementary Table S9). Among the 218 lncRNA genes, there were 54 lncRNA genes whose functions had also been predicted by the hub-based method (above). Moreover, all of the 54 lncRNAs had at least one common GO BP term predicted by both methods, and on average each lncRNA had 10 GO BP terms predicted by both methods. The main functional categories of the lncRNAs were similar to the predictions by the hub-based method (Supplementary Figure S8B). The two modules with the highest number of non-coding gene were the ‘synaptic transmission’ module (47 non-coding genes) and the ‘male gamete generation’ module (20 non-coding genes).

Figure 6. The largest modules of the co-expression network. The color depth signifies the number of data sets in which the gene pairs were co-expressed.
This finding is consistent with previous studies, suggesting that non-coding genes be particularly active in the brain or in embryo development (11,40,41). The predicted functions of a number of IncRNAs were consistent with previous reports. For example, TK78533 (AK044422) belongs to a module which was significantly enriched with functions related to neurotransmitter secretion and transport as well as GABA signaling, consistent with the reported involvement of TK78533 in the regulation of neuronal specification and differentiation (44). The same report (44) also suggested a role for the lncRNA TK170605 (AK079380) in oligodendrocyte lineage commitment. In the CNC network, TK170605 was co-expressed with Map6dl, a member of the STOP family that is responsible for the stabilization of neuronal microtubules (45).

The ‘synaptic transmission’ module. The ‘synaptic transmission’ module comprised 47 non-coding genes and 148 coding genes, of which 106 coding genes had GO BP annotations. This module was enriched in neuronal signal transmission functions, such as synaptic transmission \((P = 1.14 \times 10^{-18})\), transmission of nerve impulse \((P = 1.79 \times 10^{-17})\) and cell-cell signaling \((P = 1.21 \times 10^{-15})\) (Figure 7A), and most genes in the module are expressed in brain or sensory organ tissues (Figure 7B and Supplementary Figure S9), which is consistent with the FANTOM3 project observations that most non-coding transcripts are detected in brain tissues (21). For example, the three different transcripts giving rise to TK99165 in the Mouse 430 2.0 array were detected in separate regions of the brain (21). TK99165 had the largest number of co-expressed partners (44 coding genes and 13 non-coding genes) in the module, and 35 of its coding partners are functionally related to the nervous system or are active in the mammalian brain (e.g. Neuro1, Gabrg2, Snap25, Slc6a1, Cadm2; Supplementary Table S11). Besides, TK99165 is transcribed from the 3′-UTR of Cadm2 (Figure 7C), a member of the Ncll protein family which is important in the central and peripheral nervous system (46). Thus, the network topology, expression patterns and genomic locations all suggested neuronal functions for the non-coding loci in the ‘synaptic transmission’ module.

Other modules. Confident function predictions could also be made for non-coding genes in other modules. For example, in the module ‘muscle contraction’, the lncRNA TK124882 was linked to its genomic neighboring genes Myh1, Myh2 and Myh4 (Supplementary Figure S10). TK124882 overlaps the last exon and the 3′-UTR of Myh1 gene. According to the FANTOM3 project annotation, TK124882 is a cis-antisense transcript to Myh1 and a trans-antisense transcript to Myh2 and Myh4. The Myh family consists of at least 10 different isoforms expressed in the striated and smooth muscle cells and in certain non-muscle cells. It has been reported that their expression levels are spatially and temporally regulated during mammalian development (47).

In order to obtain an indication of the functional characteristics of as many IncRNAs as possible, we predicted functions using three different methods. This not only had the advantage of increasing the number of IncRNAs for which we obtained a function prediction, but also extended the range of potential functions that could be reliably ascribed to a given IncRNA. In a number of cases, the functional predictions obtained with the three methods were coherent and complementary, further strengthening the validity of the predictions. For example, the lncRNA TK111271 is co-expressed and co-located with Lck, a key signal gene in T-cell development, and was predicted by both the hub-based and the module-based methods to be functionally related to the immune system. The intronic IncRNAs TK99129 and

DISCUSSION

In this study, a high-quality CNC network was constructed by re-annotating both the coding and non-coding probes of the Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array, and 340 IncRNAs were functionally annotated based on the network characteristics and genomic locations. We propose that functional annotation based on re-annotated expression profiles could in the future be applicable to thousands of IncRNAs.

Several re-annotations of the Affymetrix Array probes have been reported, but these have mainly been directed at coding genes (13–15). Recently, the expression of numerous IncRNAs in the brain and immune system was analyzed through re-annotation of both coding and non-coding probes of certain customized microarrays (10,11). The fact that pre-existing microarrays have probes perfectly matching known IncRNAs suggests that the re-annotation of other microarrays for coding–non-coding analysis is feasible. The probe re-annotation carried out in this work shows that, in principle, all expression profiles of the Mouse430 2.0 array can be re-used to mine IncRNAs data. The computational pipeline designed by employing the comprehensive and accurate FANTOM3 and Refseq databases may serve as a model for future work. Particularly, as there may be IncRNAs with coding potential present in the FANTOM3 project, we used the CSF score to filter out these. The quality of probe re-annotation was demonstrated by the higher accuracy and specificity obtained in subsequent tests.

Much emphasis was also put on the quality of the network and the accuracy of the function prediction. We required a high number of experimental conditions (≥9) in each data set included in the analysis, and the selection of co-expressed pairs in each data set was based on a stringent statistical method. In addition, the gene pairs in the CNC network must be co-expressed in the same direction (i.e. either positively or negatively) in at least three data sets. Both the \(P\)-value on the GO term enrichment and the number of neighboring genes annotated with the enriched GO term were taken into consideration, yielding relatively high precision and specificity values.

In order to obtain an indication of the functional characteristics of as many IncRNAs as possible, we predicted functions using three different methods. This not only had the advantage of increasing the number of IncRNAs for which we obtained a function prediction, but also extended the range of potential functions that could be reliably ascribed to a given IncRNA. In a number of cases, the functional predictions obtained with the three methods were coherent and complementary, further strengthening the validity of the predictions. For example, the lncRNA TK111271 is co-expressed and co-located with Lck, a key signal gene in T-cell development, and was predicted by both the hub-based and the module-based methods to be functionally related to the immune system. The intronic IncRNAs TK99129 and
Figure 7. The ‘synaptic transmission’ module. (A) GO enrichment analysis of coding genes within the module. (B) Expression patterns of coding and non-coding genes within the module (GSE9954 was used). (C) Network visualization of the module. Green circles indicate lncRNAs, yellow circles represent coding genes involved in the neuron active ligand–receptor interaction pathway, while blue circles represent other coding genes. Co-expressed and co-located gene pairs are marked by red rectangles.
TK105282 were both co-expressed with their host gene Bai3, a brain specific inhibitor of angiogenesis. In accordance with previous research (44), TK99129 was predicted by the module-based method to have functions related to neuron development and differentiation, whereas TK105282 was ascribed with the functions related to synaptic transmission and neurological system processes by the hub-based method.

Of the 340 lncRNAs with predicted functions in this study, 286 were located within 10 kb of any protein-coding gene targeted by the Mouse 430 2.0 array, and 143 lncRNAs were observed to be co-expressed with known coding genes within 100 kb in the genome region and thus were functionally predicted. The FANTOM3 data set is well annotated (21,48,49) and the functionality of 34,030 ncRNAs listed in FANTOM3 is also supported by computational evidence, for example, they are more conserved, more likely to be expressed, and have lower free-energy scores than random sequences (50). However, whether or not these lncRNAs are independent transcriptional units is still a controversial issue. For example, van Bakel et al. (51) recently proposed that many of these transcripts might be experimental artifacts or the result of background transcription. Especially the intervening non-coding transcripts that are located nearby the protein-coding genes may be fragments of mRNAs or associated with alternative cleavage or polyadenylation site usage or unannotated UTR extensions of neighboring protein-coding genes (51). However, a number of studies have suggested that independently transcribed lncRNAs may still be co-expressed and functionally related to neighboring coding genes (11,21,40,41). Besides, Jia et al. (52) has recently shown that most lncRNAs located within 10 kb of protein-coding genes are independent transcriptional units. Based on the above facts, it is reasonable to assume most non-coding transcripts are transcribed independently of the nearby coding genes, and we have therefore consider all non-coding transcripts after CSF score filtering as independent transcriptional units.

Taken together, our study is the first large-scale bioinformatics prediction of lncRNA functions, and the results are an important resource for further biological research. The study demonstrates that re-annotation of expression profiles from multiple experimental environments is a powerful method for functional analysis of lncRNAs that should warrant wider usage, and similar re-annotation pipelines as that used in this study can probably be applied to other microarray platforms to further mine lncRNA functions in other organisms.
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